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BERLIN TRAVEL PACKING LIST
Clothing

Shirts - 1 for each day or so of your trip (short sleeve for warm weather, long sleeve / sweaters for cold weather)

1 pair of jeans (I might bring two for a cold weather trip longer than a week)

2 pairs of shorts (for warm weather trips)

Something to sleep in (for me this means gym-style pants or shorts and a t-shirt)

Socks - 1 pair for each day or so of your trip

Underwear - 1 per day, plus a few bras for those who need them

1 bathing suit (if needed, for summer trips)

1-2 dresses or skirts (optional)

1 light jacket (April - October) or 1 heavy jacket or winter coat (November - March)

1 hat, scarf, gloves (for winter trips)

Toiletries
Shampoo and conditioner

Soap or body wash  

Toothbrush and toothpaste 

Contact solution and contact case (if needed)

Lotion 

Deodorant  

Razor

Nail clippers (not nail scissors) and nail file

Brush and hair elastics (if needed)

Make-up (if needed)

Sunscreen (for summer trips)

Bug repellent (for summer trips)

Shoes

1 pair of sneakers or other comfortable walking shoes

1 other pair of shoes depending on your trip: winter boots or summer sandals/flip flops
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Electronics

Medical items
Prescription medications (more than the amount needed for the length of the trip)

Wound ointment & Bandaids

Headache/pain medicine

Immodium

Tiger Balm

Laptop or tablet (optional: consider if you really need to travel with a laptop)

Camera and accessories (unless you prefer only using your phone for photos)

Kindle 

Phone

Plug adapters (depending on what country you're coming from)

All necessary cords and chargers

Miscellaneous

Umbrella

Sunglasses (summer) and regular prescription glasses (if needed)

Travel towel (only if you'll be swimming)

Refillable water bottle

Tissues

Sleep mask & ear plugs

Stuffable bag (to carry your things for sightseeing and day trips)
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Passport

Travel insurance

ATM card & credit cards

Driver's license (if you plan to drive)

Scanned and emailed to yourself: copies of passport, ID, credit and ATM cards, plus contact phone numbers in case 
they get lost or stolen. 

Documents
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